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Medicaid critics are once again trying and take health care away from low-income people, this time by imposing a work-requirement. Just five years ago, Arkansas implemented a work requirement for some Medicaid enrollees and proceeded to cut coverage for over 18,000 participants in just 7 months, or roughly 23 percent of the targeted population in 2018.¹ The results were clear: employment did not increase, but the number of uninsured Arkansans did.² Many of the terminated Arkansans never heard about the work requirement or had difficulty reporting their hours or seeking an exemption.³ Despite the plain evidence, House Republicans have returned to this policy. They recently passed a bill that would impose an even more expansive work requirement on low-income individuals and families.⁴

People with disabilities will suffer the harsh impacts of any work requirement, even with exemption processes in place. Medicaid work requirements misconstrue the problems low-income people face and so represent inappropriate and actually harmful policy “solutions.” These misguided policies assume that people have low incomes because they lack incentive to work, when actually other factors play far larger roles in creating barriers for low-income people to earn income, including people with disabilities: systemic instabilities and exploitation in the low-wage workplace; inadequate supports for childcare, transportation and access to health care; and outright discrimination.⁵ And despite these barriers, the vast majority of Medicaid-enrolled adults are already in the workforce, serving as caregivers, enrolled as students, or have mental or physical impairments that create barriers to work.⁶

Medicaid helps people with disabilities work, but work requirements undermine access to employment for people with disabilities. Work requirements harm people with disabilities because they fail to capture the complexity of how Medicaid facilitates employment for people with disabilities who work. Medicaid-funded services can provide transportation, health care, and other services that help people with disabilities who seek to obtain and maintain employment in their communities. As explained below, vague exemptions, no matter how they are implemented, create disincentives for people with disabilities to work by adding risks while imposing unnecessary administrative burdens that threaten their access to vital services.
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Ultimately, Medicaid work requirements would cut Medicaid for hundreds of thousands of people with disabilities who depend on its services to live – and work – in the community. Work requirements are wrong for Medicaid and they will never work for people with disabilities.

**Medicaid offers vital employment supports**

Millions of adults with chronic conditions and disabilities rely on Medicaid coverage to get treatment they need to remain healthy, active members of their communities. This can range from regular supplies of insulin for people with diabetes to medications for mental health conditions to home health aides that help people with disabilities with activities of daily living, basic chores, cooking, and getting around in the community. Participants eligible through the adult Medicaid expansion have repeatedly reported that in addition to improving their health, Medicaid helped them either find a job or maintain their employment. That support goes well beyond standard medical care for chronic conditions. In one multi-state study, employment rates for adults with disabilities increased by nearly six percentage points after their states implemented Medicaid expansion compared to similar adults in non-expansion states. The share of people with disabilities reporting they did not work due to their disability declined by five percentage points in expansion states. In short, expanding Medicaid coverage meant more people with disabilities who want to work are able to work.

Congress has over time added programs to Medicaid designed to provide more flexibilities and supports so people with disabilities can work and build careers without jeopardizing their access to vital care. These options, such as the Ticket to Work program or the Medicaid Buy-in for Workers with Disabilities, allow participants with disabilities to pay sliding scale premiums to pay for Medicaid coverage even as their incomes rise. That allows them to continue receiving critical home and community-based services (HCBS) they need to stay in the workforce. These programs are limited in scope and often underutilized, but they form part of a broader push to support people with disabilities who want access competitive employment opportunities in their communities. Many states have also added employment supports as available services in HCBS programs, including habilitative and rehabilitative services, that help people with disabilities prepare for and find job opportunities. The services reflect a tenet of disability rights movement that people with disabilities have a right to determine how they live in the community and should have access to the same opportunities afforded to people without disabilities, including opportunities to work for competitive wages alongside other community members.

A common thread among these joint efforts to promote competitive community employment recognizes the need to reduce the multiple barriers to employment that people with disabilities
face – including inadequate accommodations, complex and changing work schedules common to low-wage jobs that make it difficult to arrange for necessary services like aides to help a person get ready to leave the house, disincentives due to the need to preserve access to key social benefits programs like Medicaid and Social Security, and outright workplace discrimination. They reflect the conviction that people with disabilities should have every opportunity to engage in community living, including employment if they choose it. The Medicaid program has long been a key driver toward overcoming these barriers, but policies like work requirements threaten to reverse these efforts.

**Exemptions for people with disabilities do not work**

Work requirements are rooted in the (very false) presumption that low-income people lack incentive to work. Proponents of Medicaid work requirements face a logistical and political problem that stems from this presumption: many people have very good reasons for not being in the formal labor force. Some are caregivers for children or for adults with disabilities. Others are students. Others live with disabilities or chronic conditions that create substantial barriers to employment or other forms of community engagement. Simply forcing everyone to work is politically untenable, so proponents inevitably include exemptions for certain groups they deem worthy. In practice, these exemptions inevitably fail.

First, the exemptions fundamentally misconstrue how participants with disabilities connect to the workforce. The new bill’s language exempts people with disabilities deemed “unfit for employment.” This reinforces an outdated, paternalistic view of people with disabilities as helpless and passive. It wrongly presupposes that there is an easily identifiable portion of the population that is “too disabled” to work, and ignores that some people with the most significant disabilities can and do work – provided they have the appropriate supports. Work requirements in Medicaid cannot accommodate the complexity of why people with disabilities do or do not engage in paid employment. That decision involves addressing various intersecting factors: an individual’s health conditions, which may vary over time; the types of educational and workforce opportunities available; the other demands on their time and energy including caregiving needs; and the accommodations and supports available to support working. Work requirements neglect the reality that any person with a disability in the workforce still faces huge barriers to steady employment relative to the general population – barriers no exemption policy has or could adequately address. And they suggest that people eligible for Medicaid’s essential health coverage should have to prove that they are among the deserving poor. In this sense, people with disabilities should see such proposals for what they are: offensive and dangerous.
People with disabilities experience discrimination at various stages of employment. In one study, applicants mentioning disabilities that would not affect their job performance received 26% fewer responses from employers.13

The very idea of a work requirement in Medicaid puts people with disabilities in a bind. They must either assert that they are “unfit” to work – which does not comport with people’s real world experience and the way in which people with all kinds of disabilities can engage in competitive employment – or reject the exemption. But forgoing the exemption means facing the possibility that they will lose access to vital Medicaid services if they cannot overcome the very real and ongoing employment barriers in our existing labor market. Thus the likely consequence of any federal Medicaid work requirement is the exact opposite of what House Republicans claim they want to encourage. People with disabilities would hesitate to seek employment due to the existential risk of losing their benefits.

Those who do seek an exemption for disability must navigate an uncertain and often burdensome process to secure one. Work requirements create more red tape for all Medicaid enrollees, including people with disabilities who the policy would exempt. The standard for an exemption due to being “unfit for employment” does not match any existing designation in Medicaid eligibility. Every exemption will require someone to fill out a form, complete a screen, see a clinician, or any number of other requirements that add red tape and make it harder to stay enrolled. Those who do not seek an exemption could likewise lose their access to their services due to not meeting the work requirement or getting tripped up by administrative reporting requirements. Many people will not even know they have to file paperwork, others will struggle to get the verification documents.

For real world examples of how work requirements operate, we can look to past programs. The examples are not intended to show ways that work requirements might be implemented better, but rather to show that these policies have always failed, and in some ways, are designed to fail. Arkansas’ Medicaid work requirement included a ten-step on-line exemption process for individuals not automatically exempted by the state, with no clear process to request accommodations.14 Consequently, although thirty percent of the target population reported one or more serious health limitations, only eleven percent obtained a long-term exemption to the state’s work requirement.15 Focus group participants described a poorly functioning web-based reporting portal, inadequate outreach, and widespread confusion. This led to the following conclusions:
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The new requirements are not incentivizing new work or other activities in which enrollees were not already engaged, but are layering on one more thing to deal with in enrollees’ already complex lives and causing added stress because no one wants to lose their coverage.\textsuperscript{16}

In SNAP, which uses an “unfit for employment” exemption similar to the new proposed legislation, an estimated 700,000 enrollees with disabilities remained subject to the requirement despite their disability.\textsuperscript{17} That amounts to nearly 20 percent of all SNAP participants subject to work requirements.\textsuperscript{18} Local studies support this analysis. In Franklin County, Ohio, about one-third of individuals required to participate in a SNAP employment and training program to keep their benefits reported a physical or mental limitation. Additionally, almost twenty percent of the individuals had filed for SSI or SSDI within the previous two years.\textsuperscript{19} When Georgia reinstated the SNAP work requirement and time limits for “able-bodied adults without dependents” in 2016, the State found that sixty-two percent of nearly 12,000 individuals subject to the requirement were disenrolled after only three months.\textsuperscript{20} State officials acknowledged that hundreds of enrollees had been wrongly classified as “able-bodied” when they were actually unable to work.\textsuperscript{21}

Numerous studies of TANF work requirements have documented disproportionate sanctioning of participants with physical and mental health conditions.\textsuperscript{22} Others show how bureaucratic processes have narrowed interpretations of exceptions and established high burdens of proof on participants seeking relief from work requirements.\textsuperscript{23} It should come as no surprise that participants in “poor” or “fair” health were more likely to lose their TANF benefits than those who reported good health.\textsuperscript{24}

These same studies found that Black participants were also more likely to be sanctioned for failure to comply with TANF work requirements, suggesting that racial and ethnic bias may compound the negative impact of work requirements for people of color with disabilities.\textsuperscript{25} Black and Indigenous people experience significantly higher rates of disability than the general population and so the role of such compounding inequities should always be factored in.\textsuperscript{26} Based on the assumptions embedded in the very idea of a work requirement – that people with low income are poor because they lack work incentive – there is no reason to believe that similarly harsh and discriminatory interpretations of the rules would not occur in Medicaid.

**Conclusion**

The evidence from Medicaid and other programs all point to the same conclusion: work requirements do not work for people with disabilities. Hand-waving toward exemption processes cannot wish away those negative impacts, nor mask the ableist assumptions
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embedded in these policies. Work requirements purport to solve a nonexistent problem. If the goal is to increase employment, providing better health coverage and more employment supports are the proven policy options.

So why push an already failed policy? Perhaps it is because the real goal of the policy is not to increase employment, but rather to cut the Medicaid program and shift costs onto the states. Making Medicaid harder to access and use has long been a go-to strategy for opponents of this critical and effective health care program. Medicaid work requirements suit this strategy perfectly, precisely because they create more hurdles to keeping coverage but they pin the blame on individual participants, not on the system. In short, work requirements are designed to trip people up, and then blame them for falling.
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